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 Introduction to chromatography

 A brief history

 Theory of chromatographic separation

 Migration time Migration time

 Resolution

 Theoretical plates

 Types of chromatography



 Instrumentation used for high performance 
liquid chromatography

 Pump

 Injector

 Column

 Detector

 Signal recording and peak integration



 Sample preparation

 Simple Deproteinization

 Liquid-liquid extraction

 Solid Phase extraction Solid Phase extraction

 Derivatization

 Precolumn

 Postcolumn



 Assay validation and development
 Determination of assay accuracy and precision targets
 Choice of standardization method

 Internal standard
 External standard

 Standard curve Standard curve
 Calibration curve
 Recovery
 Determination of variations in response

 Inter-day
 Intra-day

 Calculation of system accuracy and precision
 LOD
 LOQ
 S/N ratio



This is a technique which has the primary aim of 
separating a mixture into its individual 
components in order to:

 Prepare large quantities of pure substances 
(Process chromatography)
Prepare large quantities of pure substances 
(Process chromatography)

 Identify or quantify the amount of each 
component in a mixture (Analytical 
chromatography)

Both purposes contributed to the formation of 
modern chromatography as we now it today.



 Mikhail Tsvet (1872-1919)

 Richard Kuhn (1900-1967) and his student 
Edgar Lederer (1908-1988) 

Archer Martin (1910-2002) and Richard Synge  Archer Martin (1910-2002) and Richard Synge 
(1914-1994)



 Ground plant leaves with calcium carbonate 
during extraction process

 Found that the carbonate adsorbed 
chlorophyll but not carotene

 He put the finely powdered carbonate into a 
glass column, 

 Placed a concentrated ethanolic leaf extract on 
top of the columntop of the column

 Allowed more solvent to flow through the 
column

 Multiple bands of pigment separated

 Blew out the carbonate and isolated each band

 As the bands were colored, he called this 
chromatography (color writing)

 He called the separation a chromatogram



 Synge was working on amino-acid composition 
of wool, on a grant from New Zealand and 
Australia’s Wool growersAustralia’s Wool growers

 He tried to isolate acetylated amino acids by 
partitioning between chloroform and water



Solute molecules
Solvent A, e.g Hexane

Solvent B, Water

Solvent A, e.g Hexane



At time zero: 

Amount of solute in organic layer = total solute 

addedadded

Amount of solute in water layer or phase =0



If allowed to stand long enough:



At infinity:

phase Aqueousin  Solute ofion Concentrat

phase Organicin  Solute ofion Concentrat
= Kd



 Is a measure of hydrophobicity or lipophilicity

 Is constant for a given solute and a given 
solvent pairsolvent pair

 Depends on conditions such as pH and 
temperature



 Martin had constructed an apparatus to allow 
efficient partitioning of vitamin E by using 
counter-current flow of the two immiscible 
solvents

 Martin and Synge tried to use this apparatus  Martin and Synge tried to use this apparatus 
for purification of amino acids

 Although they could isolate hydrophobic 
amino acids, they had problem with more 
hydrophilic compounds



 They used wool and cotton to allow counter current, 
did not work

 Martin had the idea of holding the water phase 
stationary by using silica particles soaked in water and 
allowing chloroform to pass over it





Partition chromatography was born
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 Different compounds have different 
equilibrium constants (Kd)

 Therefore, the number of molecules of different 
compounds that attach to the stationary phase 
or are carried by the moving phase are 
compounds that attach to the stationary phase 
or are carried by the moving phase are 
different

 Thus different compounds move with different 
velocities through a chromatographic system 
i.e. have different velocities or different 
retention times



Gas-Solid Chromatography (GSC)

Adsorption Chromatography
(1900)

Paper Chromatography

Partition Chromatography
(1940)

Chromatography

micro HPLC (1990)

HPLC (1960)

Gas Liquid Chromatography (GLC)

Thin Layer Chromatography



 For column chromatography:

 Travel velocity or retention time

 Sample size Sample size

 Factors involved in Band 
broadening



 Time taken for an analyte to travel through the 
chromatographic system

 Each analyte in the sample will have a different 
retention time which is denoted by tretention time which is denoted by t

 The time taken for the mobile phase to travel 
through the system is denoted by tm
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k’ = capacity or retention factor
tm or t0= Hold up time for mobile 
phase

tA or tr= retention time of the 
compound of interest

k’ less than 1 means separation is too fast
k’ more than 20-25, means separation is too slow
Ideal k’ is usually about 5



 a- sample sizes are 
within the linear 
capacity of the 
packing material 
(i.e. k’ stays the 
same)same)

 b- Sample size 
exceeds linear 
capacity, retention 
times begin to 
change

 c,d- separation 
becomes severely 
affected



 C is related to retention time.  For peaks of long 
retention time Cmax becomes smaller and peak 
width becomes wider



 Bandwidth is indicative of the amount of 
dispersion during a chromatographic run

 The narrower the band width, the greater the 
efficiency of the systemefficiency of the system

 Bandwidth is a function of multiple 
parameters:

 Sample size

 Flow rate

 Surface area of the solid phase

 etc



 In order to be able to compare the efficiencies 
of different chromatographic systems, 
theoretical plate number (N) is used
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twA is the peak width at half height



 N is proportional to column length (L), the 
proportionality constant is H:

 H: Height equivalent of a theoretical plate 
(HETP) or a theoretical plate



 As H becomes smaller, separation efficiency 
improves

 H is smaller for:

 Smaller particles of stationary phaseSmaller particles of stationary phase

 Slower flow rates

 Smaller molecules

 Less viscous mobile phases

 Higher separation temperatures



 H has 4 components:

 H diff: contribution to H from longitudinal diffusion

 H conv: contribution to H from convective mixing

 H ex,m: contribution to H from kinetics of mass 
exchange from the mobile phaseexchange from the mobile phase

 H ex,s: contribution to H from kinetics of mass 
exchange from the stationary phase



 For two closely migrating 
bands, we can define 
resolution (Rs) as:



If we combine all the above equations, we get:
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Efficient separation with no band 
overlap of the analyte (s) of interest, 
precisely, in a repeatable fashion, with 
100% recovery in the shortest length of 100% recovery in the shortest length of 
time with minimum cost! 





Size-exclusion

No interaction between stationary phase and analyes

Coated Bonded phase

Reverse Phase

Bare Silica Bonded phase

Normal Phase

Cation-exchange Anion-exchange

Ion-exchange

interaction between stationary phase and analyes

High Performance Liquid Chromatography

Coated

C-18, C-8, etc

Bonded phase Bare Silica

CN

Bonded phase

Sulphonyl, carboxy

Cation-exchange

Quaternary amine

Anion-exchange



 Minimal HPLC system is comprised of:

 Pump

 Detector

 Injection Valve

Recorder Recorder



 Deliver a predetermined constant flow of mobile 
phase accurately and precisely

 At high pressure  At high pressure 

 Create accurate gradient of two or more solvents



 Pump Head

 Pressure Gauge

 Pulse dampener

 Piston seal wash circuitPiston seal wash circuit

 Gradient maker

 Electronics and Power supply

 Case















 High pressure

 Two or more pumps are connected together

 Software controls the flow from each pump

 Gradients are highly accurate and precise

 Expensive Expensive

 Low pressure 

 Solvents are mixed before entry into the pump 
head

 Use low pressure mixing valves

 Gradients are not very accurate but adequate most 
of the time

 Cheap



 Usually a tube made of stainless steal or polymeric 
material

 Contains the stationary phase

 Has the general construction of:



 Physical characteristics:

 Bore size or internal diameter determines:
 Maximum sample size

 Resolution

 Backpressure  Backpressure 

 Length
 Retention time

 Resolution

 Backpressure



 Physical characteristics:

 Particle size
 Particle diameter is inversely proportional to resolution

 Particle shape
 Regular (spherical) shape decreases chaotic flow and  Regular (spherical) shape decreases chaotic flow and 

increases separation efficacy

 Particle porosity
 Surface area

 Size of molecules that can be separated



 Chemical characteristics:

 Silica
 Pure

 Highly porous therefore high 
specific surface areaspecific surface area

 Silanol groups readily derivatized

 No stability at pH values above 7

 Polymeric
 Uniform particle properties

 Less or no porosity

 Can be used for high molecular 
weight compounds e.g. proteins



 Have to introduce sample without breaking the 
flow

 Have to introduce the sample precisely

 Have to introduce the sample accurately





 UV/Visible

 Single/Dual wavelength

 Diode array

 Fluorescence

 Refractive index

 Electrochemical

 Evaporative light scattering Detector (ELS)

 Mass spectrometer/tandem mass spectrometer



 A modified spectrophotometer

 Uses a special cuvette i.e. flow cell

 Reads absorbance continuously

 Is comprised of:Is comprised of:

 Light source and the optical bench

 Light sensitive cell

 Preamprifier

 Signal noise filter

 Amplifier

 Analog/Digital converter









 Windows are made of 
quartz

 The body is made of 
stainless steel

The length of light  The length of light 
path in the cell 
determines sensitivity



 Sample absorbance is read at a predetermined rate

 This is called the sampling rate



 Setting analysis goals and analytical performance:

 Accuracy
 Limits of trueness

 Precision
 Limits of variation Limits of variation

 Number of replicates

 Time required
 Turn around time

 Cost
 Personnel

 Reagents

 Instrumentation



 Selection of appropriate instrument based on 
required analytical performance

 Separation mode
 Isocratic

 Gradient Gradient

 Detection method
 UV

 Fluorescence

 EC

 Mass Spectrometery



 Selection of appropriate sample workup based on 
required analytical performance

 Sample workup 

 Preconcentration required?

Biological sample? Biological sample?
 Deproteination

 Acid

 Organic solvent

 Sulphates

 Organic solvent salting out

 Preconcentration

 Extraction



 Aim: To transfer the analyte, in a quantitative 
manner, from the sample matrix into a solvent 
amenable to analysis

 Liquid-Liquid extraction

Solid Phase extraction Solid Phase extraction



 Liquid-Liquid extraction

 Use lipophilicity of the analyte to partition 
the molecule into an organic solvent

 The solvent is subsequently evaporated The solvent is subsequently evaporated

 The residue is dissolved in the mobile phase



 Solid Phase extraction

 Sample is passed through a 
small column to extract the 
analyte

 The column is washed

 The sample is eluted into an  The sample is eluted into an 
organic solvent

 The solvent is evaporated

 The residue is dissolved in 
the mobile phase

 Can be done in-line 
(orthogonal HPLC)



 Need specialized equipment:

 SPE manifold

 Vacuum pump



 Used for analytes with no useful signal

 The analyte has to have a derivatizable functional 
group:

 -OH, -NH2, 

Agents that can be used are diverse, examples  Agents that can be used are diverse, examples 
include:



 Assay validation

 Standard Curve

 Calibration Curve

 Sample preparation Recovery

Calculation of LOD and LOQ Calculation of LOD and LOQ

 Precision

 Accuracy
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 This is an analytical method of 
defined structure that for a given 
set of measurement conditions, has set of measurement conditions, has 
been brought into a state of 
statistical control.



 Calibration

Traceability

 Verification Verification

Compatibility



 Analytical Calibration:

 Relationship between measured signal 
and analyte quantity

 Metrological Calibration: Metrological Calibration:

 Set of one or more measuring 
instruments together with any other 
device or reagent assembled and 
adapted to give measured quantity 
values within specified intervals of 
specified kind.



 Continuous evaluation of the measuring system

 Identification of Sources of error

 Determination of relationship between magnitude 
of error and size of the quantity measured

 Deviation

 Bias

 Correction factor

 All this information is obtained from analysis of 
calibration standards

 Parameters are interpolated into the interval covered by 
CMP







 ISO: Complete set of operations which estimates, 
under specified conditions, the calibration function 
from observation of response variable, Y, obtained 
on reference states, X.on reference states, X.

 IUPAC: The operation that defines the functional 
relationship between measured values (Y) and 
analytical quantities characterizing types of 
analyte and their amounts (X).



 In any CMP, there are “influence quantities” , 
these:

 Do not affect the analyte quantity

 Do affect the relationship between signal intensity 
and analyte quantityand analyte quantity

 Are instrument, reagent or sample dependent

 Can vary

 Therefore, have to verify calibration regularly



 Provision of objective 
evidence  that a given item 
fulfills specified fulfills specified 
requirements, taking any 
measurement uncertainty into 
consideration.



 Standard and sample compositions must be as 
close as possible

 Desirable but not usually essential

 Standards and samples must behave identically Standards and samples must behave identically 
in the measurement system

 Required



L. Cuadros-Rodriguez, J.Chrmonatography A, 1158 (2007),33-46











 Instrumental background

 The signal in the analyte peak region due to 
other components

 From reagents i.e. exogenousFrom reagents i.e. exogenous

 From matrix i.e. endogenous

 Method blank = instrumental blank + reagent 
blank



 Multi-standard calibration

 Two-standard calibration

Single-standard calibration Single-standard calibration



 Invovles
 A calibration standard set including blank

 At least 6 or more standards

 Evenly spaced over the working range

 Adequate number of replicates Adequate number of replicates
 During establishment of relationship

 At least three

 Analyzed randomly

 First and last standard repeated at least 10 times

 For routine analysis use continuous calibration:
 3 or 4 standards in every work run

 Or use two-standard or one standard method











 Can be used when:
 Calibration function linear between the standard and 

zero point

 The blank signal is null in this interval

 The standard is run at least twice The standard is run at least twice

 If residual error is small, then sample response 
and standard response can be ±50% of each 
other

 Can be used easily when we expect the 
unknown to be a certain value, e.g. 
 During manufacturing



 Based on:

 Availability of standards

 The nature of the analyte

 Lack of precision or drift of the measurement system

 Possibility of interference by:

 Individual interferants

 The whole of sample medium (matrix)

 One of the following schemes is used:



L. Cuadros-Rodriguez, J.Chrmonatography A, 1158 (2007),33-46



 Most common method

 Other names include:

 Solvent calibration

 Standard calibration Standard calibration

 Normal calibration

 Uses a solution of the substance RM (reference 
material) or a surrogate

 Can be used for analytical methods which are 
known to be free from matrix effects or matrix 
effect can be accounted for



 Medium of test sample and calibrant are never 
exactly the same

 Systemic errors may be produced due to 
differencesdifferences

 The errors are usually :

 Due to one or more of undetected sample 
components

 Variable from one sample to the next



 Add substance RM to the sample

 Does it produce the response expected from the 
calibrant standard curve?

 The effect of matrix may be: The effect of matrix may be:

 Constant and independent of the analyte (i.e. 
produce a bias)

 Variable and proportional to the amount of analyte

 The combination of both



 Use of calibration standard in matrix 
RM 

OROR

 Use of substance RM in analyte-free 
sample matrix, prepared fresh 
(matrix-matched)



 Matrix matched calibration only possible for 
exogenously added analytes e.g. drugs

 For sample-endogenous analytes obtaining 
analyte free sample is impossibleanalyte free sample is impossible

 Have to use Standard Addition Calibration 
(AC)

 Need to know the total sample blank



 Can be obtained from Youden calibration:

 Increasing amounts of the sample are analysed

 Size of the analyte response is plotted against the 
sample amount

the intercept is total sample blank or Youden blank the intercept is total sample blank or Youden blank



 MC: matrix 
matched calibration

 EC: external 
calibration

 AC: standard 
addition calibrationaddition calibration

 MCc: matrix 
corrected 
calibration



 Known amount of Internal standard is added 
to the sample

 IS is similar to the analyte

 IS has the same response factor as the analyte IS has the same response factor as the analyte
(most often the case with GC detectors)

 The signal produced by IS is of a similar 
magnitude to that of the analyte



 Standards of the analyte in the presence of a 
constant amount of IS are analysed

 A normalization factor is obtained for each 
standardstandard

 A plot of normalization factor is made against 
analyte concentration

 The same amount of IS is added to the sample


